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Contributions to the newsletter are sought, includ-
ing: details of research on relevant subjects; statis-
tics on the trade, including quantities of live fish,
exported/imported by various countries; descrip-

tions of efforts to run the trade on an environmen-
tally sustainable basis; management measures;
forthcoming conferences, workshops and other
events; copies of reports and newspaper articles for
inclusion in the annotated bibliography of recent
publications and reports, which will be part of each
newsletter; reviews of significant reports, docu-
mentaries, etc.; questions and requests for informa-
tion (and responses thereto); contact addresses and
other relevant information on people who ought to
receive the newsletter; and reports on conferences
and workshops.

Thank you in advance.

Bob Johannes

LIVE REEF FISH

I N F O
Minutes of the regional workshop on the
live reef food-fish trade in Asia and the
Western Pacific

by Rili Djohani,
The Nature Conservancy,

Jakarta, Indonesia

Introduction

The first workshop on the live reef-fish trade in
Asia and the Western Pacific was held in Jakarta on
7 November 1995 in conjunction with the Second
Conference of the Parties to the Convention on
Biological Diversity (COP2). It was sponsored by
the Indonesian State Ministry of Environment and
The Nature Conservancy.

Over-fishing of spawning aggregations and the
use of sodium cyanide to catch live reef fish have
caused serious and widespread damage to the
world’s richest marine environments. The trade is
dominated by Hong Kong fishing companies and
supports a rapidly growing restaurant trade in live
reef fish.

The aim of the workshop was to bring together
individuals from the region who are concerned
with this issue. The objectives were:

☞ to initiate a dialogue and an action plan be-
tween the fishing industry, mariculture ex-

perts, relevant governments and non-govern-
ment conservation organisations from the re-
gion;

☞ to produce a framework for action that will
guide efforts to move towards a sustainable
fishery;

☞ to generate a greater awareness of this com-
plex and urgent environmental problem.

Opening remarks from Minister Sarwono

Minister Sarwono emphasised his concern over the
devastating effects of the live reef-fish trade on the
Indonesian reefs and those of other countries in the
region. He stressed the need for action from the
Government of Indonesia in addressing the im-
pacts of the live reef-fish trade, particularly from
the Department of Agriculture and the Directorate-
General of Fisheries.

‘The live reef-fish trade is very profitable’, he stated,
‘and our goal is not to stop the trade, but to ensure
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the use of sustainable techniques which will not
destroy the reefs and the long-term benefits that
they provide to mankind’. He encouraged the work-
shop to develop a solution-oriented approach to
the problems, and innovative ways of thinking that
are compatible with conservation and income gen-
eration. He said that strengthening the capacity of
coastal communities to manage their own marine
resources will help us enforce fishing regulations
across the archipelago. The Minister also encour-
aged the use of mariculture of target fish species to
replace wild-caught fish.

The workshop was a promising way, he said, to
initiate a dialogue among the key countries and
industries involved in the live reef food-fish trade.
He referred to the impressive exhibition and video
on the live reef-fish trade, sponsored jointly by his
Ministry and The Nature Conservancy, as effective
education tools. The Minister also specifically ad-
dressed the Indonesian press. ‘There are other
workshops at COP2 with more people in atten-
dance,’ he said, ‘but this is an extremely important
issue for Indonesia; please pay close attention to it.’

Bob Johanne’s Keynote Address

(A summary of this address can be found on page 18)

Preceding his address, Dr Johannes narrated a
seven- minute video which exposed foreign fisher-
men using sodium cyanide to catch Napoleon
wrasse in eastern Indonesia. The video clearly
showed the destructive nature of fishing with poi-
sons, both on the corals and smaller, non-target fish
and other marine organisms.

Questions from the audience; replies from Bob Johannes

Q. What is the recovery time of coral reefs?
A. Variable, but generally several decades for

complete recovery of a badly damaged reef—
if the reefs are allowed to recover. In reality,
however, impoverished fishermen in many
places in South-East Asia feel they cannot af-
ford to leave their reefs alone to recover; they
need to continue to fish to survive.

Q. Where are good examples of community-based man-
agement projects?

A. Examples in the Pacific Islands are widespread
and are facilitated by government recognition
and support of local control over reef resources.
Vanuatu and Palau offer some especially good
examples. In South-East Asia, the Philippines
provides perhaps the best examples. Here lo-
cal villagers are becoming increasingly in-
volved in the management and enforcement of

coral reef fisheries and setting up and main-
taining marine sanctuaries.

Q. How many companies are importing live reef fish
into Hong Kong and how many of these are in-
volved in illegal activities?

A. Between 100 and 150 companies are importing
live fish. We do not know how many of these
are involved in illegal trade. There are no cya-
nide detection labs set up in Hong Kong to
check whether fish have been caught with
cyanide.

Comment from the Indonesian Tuna Fisheries Associa-
tion:

It is difficult to ignore the demand from Hong Kong
and Singapore for live food fish. Many of the boats
that come here from Hong Kong are not under the
control of the Indonesian Directorate General of
Fisheries because they enter the Indonesian waters
as cargo boats. The regulations of the Directorate-
General of Fisheries apply only to boats registered
as fishing boats.

The distribution of cyanide must be controlled by
the Government of Indonesia. Outside fishermen
claim that certain species can only be caught with
the use of bombs, for example, red-tail and yellow-
tail tuna. There is a need to inform the governments
of Singapore and Hong Kong about these destruc-
tive fishing methods and develop sustainable tech-
niques.

Fishermen from eastern Indonesia have requested
from the Fisheries Association information and
expertise on mariculture to supply live reef fish.

Q. Is the Napoleon wrasse protected by the Govern-
ment of Indonesia?

A. A limited export is allowed by a complex sys-
tem of permits which have to be obtained at the
Ministry of Trade and the Directorate General
of Fisheries. Certain criteria will be specified
under this new regulation, such as location
and techniques.
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However, this is a difficult regulation to en-
force. Napoleon wrasses are still exported on a
large scale, falsely labelled as groupers. Regu-
lations alone are not sufficient. An integrated
and comprehensive approach is necessary to
address the problem.

Q. Is collection of grouper fry allowed for mariculture
projects? Is the export of cultivated species such as
the Napoleon wrasse and groupers allowed?

A. Minister Sarwono stated that only recognised
institutes are allowed to collect fry and juve-
nile fish, for research purposes. For example,
the mariculture research in Lampung collects
juvenile groupers to raise in connection with
its research on grouper mariculture.

Q. Which industries use cyanide?
A. The mining and electro-plating industries are

the primary users. We are not sure who the
main sources for cyanide fishing are.

Panel Discussion

Twelve panel members from Taiwan, Papua New
Guinea, Palau, Philippines and Indonesia partici-
pated in the workshop. They were:

Indonesia

Dr Ir. Surna T. Djajadiningrat, Assistant Minister
for Coordination and Implementation of the State
Ministry of Environment

Ir. Sumyaryo Sumiskum, Secretary-General, Indo-
nesia Tuna Association

Mr Surya Mulandar, Executive Director, Gugus
Analysis, Representative Bio-forum (an NGO)

Taiwan

Dr Lee Ling Ling, Associate Professor, Department
of Zoology, National Taiwan University and SWAN
(an NGO)

Dr Kwang-Tsao Shao, Research Fellow, Institute of
Zoology, Academia Sinica

Papua New Guinea

Mr Mick Raga, Ministry of Conservation and Envi-
ronment

Philippines

Dr Vaughan Pratt, President, International
Marinelife Alliance (IMA)

Mr Marciano F. Carreon III, Assistant Program
Director, Fisheries Sector Program, Department of
Agriculture

Palau

Executive Director, Palau Conservation Society

The Nature Conservancy

Mr Chuck Cook, Director, TNC Asia–Pacific Coastal
and Marine Program

Dr Bob Johannes, TNC Asia–Pacific Program Con-
sultant

Chuck Cook opened the discussion by raising en-
forcement issues regarding the live reef-fish trade.
Mr Mardiono of the Indonesian Navy stated that
there is a ‘Sea Security Board’ in Indonesia. This
board consists of representatives from the navy,
police, immigration, customs, fisheries and all other
agencies involved in coordination of patrols with
neighbouring countries such as Singapore, the Phil-
ippines and Australia. The protection of the Indo-
nesian territorial waters is the responsibility of the
Indonesian Navy.

However, Mr Mardiono mentioned that it is diffi-
cult to catch illegal fishing boats, which mainly
come from Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand and
China, because they operate outside the exclusive
zone. In addition, it is complicated to arrest non-
fishing boats which do not have fishing gear but
just holding tanks. In particular, these mother ships
play an important role in reviving and transporting
live groupers and wrasses to Hong Kong.
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eastern Indonesia as a priority geographical area
which should be the focus of our attention.

Surna Djajadiningrat (Pak Naya) expressed his per-
sonal interest in marine conservation. ‘The sea is
the resource of our future in South-East Asia,’ he
said.

Comments from panellists follow on the recom-
mendations proposed in: ‘The environmental, eco-
nomic and social implications of the live coral-reef
food-fishery in Asia and the Western Pacific’
(Johannes & Riepen, 1995).

Recommendation 1:

Convince government regulatory agencies that
the live food-fish trade is a distinctive form of
fishery requiring special controls.

Pak Naya: The trade is much better organised and
financed than the regulatory agencies. It is not a
single country problem. We need to address the
issue on a regional scale and bring regional pres-
sures and resources to bear.

Vaughan Pratt: In the Philippines, 50 per cent of the
live reef-fish trade goes through Manila. Live fish
exports in the Philippines need to have ‘cyanide
clearance’ from the Bureau of Fisheries. This is
done by random sampling at any time. It would be
easier if the exports were funnelled through a single
airport or export destination.

Marco Carreon: The Philippines is working on a
decentralised, integrated fisheries management
plan (funded by the Asian Development Bank)
which takes into account the archipelagic nature of
the country. Regional task forces have been set up
which include NGOs, fish wardens, local police
and other stakeholders. They are trying to get away
from the vigilante approach. Instead, efforts are
underway to standardise enforcement and estab-
lish a general framework on coastal zone manage-
ment which takes into account community-based
management experiences. The political will at all
levels is essential to make the programme work.

Recommendation 2:

Provide villagers with the incentive to protect
their marine resources by giving them the legal
right to exclude outsiders from their fishing
grounds—or, where that right already exists,
provide stronger government backing. Train,
deputise and support village fishermen as fish
wardens.

Introduction of panellists

Mick Raga explained that local land and coastal
marine tenure systems in Papua New Guinea are
recognised by the government. Ninety per cent of
the land is owned by the people. The live reef-fish
trade is a problem because the fishing activities
occur at remote reefs in uninhabited areas and
extensive poaching is most likely occurring. In
addition to cyanide fishing, dynamite fishing is a
big problem that is difficult to deal with.

Vaughan Pratt stated that the International
Marinelife Alliance in the Philippines was the first
group to document cyanide fishing in the 1980s.
This NGO works together with the Philippines
Government on cyanide reform programmes, in-
cluding monitoring and training activities. He of-
fered to share their experience and expertise with
other countries in the region.

Marciano Carreon is involved in the Fisheries Sec-
tor Program in the Philippines Department of Ag-
riculture. He mentioned his involvement in the
implementation of community-based management
projects and said that he had learned a lot about the
conditions of success and failures of such projects.
The programme is working towards the comple-
tion of a coastal resource management plan for the
country, with a goal of decentralising fisheries man-
agement.

Surya Mulandar has worked extensively with fish-
ing communities that use cyanide to catch orna-
mental fish in Pulau Seribu National Park, Indone-
sia. He expressed his concern about the income
fluctuations of those fishing communities and how
these lead to destructive fishing practices. He said
he wanted to learn from other regional experiences
how to ensure a stable income for communities
involved in cyanide fishing through alternative
techniques and livelihoods.

Noah Idechong has had eight years of experience
with fisheries development in Palau, first with the
national government and now with an NGO. A
major challenge in Palau, he said, is to balance
tourism and fishing activities and ensure the asso-
ciated financial benefits accrue to local people.

Kwang-Tsao Shao has been involved in fish tax-
onomy as well as mariculture research. He is cur-
rently working on a database for fishes of Taiwan.

Sumyaryo Sumiskum said that the improvement of
the quality of life for traditional fishermen is an
essential issue we all must consider. He mentioned
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Noah Idechong: That’s the solution! The Philippines
and Palau have taken steps to empower local com-
munities. For example in Palau, the grouper spawn-
ing sites are extremely valuable resources to this
small island nation. One or two of these sites were
previously fished out by a Hong Kong company. At
the time, there was no formal legislation in place to
regulate this type of overfishing. In 1993, the gov-
ernment formally recognised the rights of local
communities to enforce protection of their own
reefs, a tradition which has existed for hundreds, if
not thousands of years. We have noticed that for-
eign fishermen employed by
live reef-fish companies do
not have an incentive to pro-
tect the coral reefs. If you want
to develop resources for our
own people, then give them
the right to control or use their
own marine resources. This in-
crease of responsibility will in-
crease both the enforcement of
the area and as the living stan-
dard and benefits to the local
people.

Mick Raga: Villages and clans in
PNG have their own reefs. The
local people formulate rules and
regulations regarding their ex-
ploitation of the marine resources.
However, in practice it is difficult
to enforce these regulations against
outside encroachment because of
lack of boats and equipment to
patrol the area sufficiently. The re-
mote isolated islands have no surveil-
lance whatsoever and are vulnerable to
poaching. Recently, a poaching Taiwanese
boat was grounded, arrested and taken to Port
Moresby. It was sold back to Taiwan for US$3
million.

Suraya Afiff: (Walhi: Indonesian Environmental Fo-
rum): In Papua New Guinea, customary rights are
acknowledged by the national government, which
leads to better local control over resources. To be
effective, marine tenure systems need to be
recognised by national governments. A recommen-
dation should be added to stimulate governments,
particularly the Indonesian Government, to replace
the open access system with a system in which
exclusive fishing rights are granted to local com-
munities. In addition, monitoring and some en-
forcement activities should be decentralised to lo-
cal communities.

Pak Naya: He agreed with Recommendation 2, but
the key question is how to improve the quality of
life of fishing communities, who are among the
poorest societies in South-East Asia. There is a need
for innovative approaches to develop stable in-
come-generation projects in these communities.
Money-lending institutions such as the World Bank,
the Global Environmental Facility and the Asian
Development Bank should adopt a direct approach
to support local communities; at present, most of
the money goes into consultancy firms. The ap-
proach is also too sectoral. Linkages should be

established between the pri-
vate sector, government and
local people which are sup-
ported by direct and inte-
grated funding mechanisms.

Marco Carreon: The Philip-
pines used to have the open
access system, but now the
responsibility of marine re-
sources (up to 15 km from
shore) lies with the munici-
palities. These waters are pri-
marily for exclusive use of
municipal fishermen. How-
ever, outside fishermen and
commercial fishing companies
often encroach. The national
government faces a new chal-
lenge, i.e., the development of
a legal framework, including

guidelines and legislation, to
address local fishing issues and

marine resource use conflicts. The
local government is gaining responsi-

bility for the design and enforcement of
operational regulations. The problem is

that most municipalities do not have the capacity
and technical expertise to accomplish this objec-
tive. A lot depends on the local political will. In one
case, the mayor is shooting at outside fishermen; in
another case the mayor is accommodating foreign
commercial fishing operations.

Surya Mulandar: The benefits to local fishermen
versus live reef food fish companies are compara-
tively very low; a more equal distribution of ben-
efits in the trade is important to strive for.

Bob Johannes acknowledged this gap but said a
number of companies went broke because of high
mortality of fish. Some companies make big profits,
but others lose money. The profit margins may not
be as high as they appear. Companies should be
taught to handle their fish properly during catch-
ing, holding and transport.
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ppm can be detected. The test is very sensitive and
accurate; there are no false positives. The standard-
ised procedure is random. On a routine basis, 60 to
70 tests are carried out per day in a lab. It requires
good quality control which is quite time-consum-
ing. Tissue samples are taken from the brain, liver,
etc. The test itself is not hard, but the logistics of
getting the fish samples (sometimes more than 800
miles away) and returning the results within 48
hours (the time-limit to hold the suspect) to the
court are a problem. There is no need to centralise
the testing if the logistics are manageable. The
sustainable hook-and-line method has been suc-
cessfully introduced in some areas of the Philip-
pines by providing economic incentives to use this
method.

Bob Johannes: The Australian experience is that when
the fishermen are trained properly this results in
lower fish mortality rates, higher-quality fish and
better prices. The Napoleon wrasse is hard to catch
with baited hooks or in traps. More research is
required to explore sustainable fishing techniques
for this target species.

Rili Djohani (TNC): Who is willing to pay for the
economic incentives placed on the use of sustain-
able fishing techniques?

Vaughan Pratt: Cooperatives financed by the
Landbank pay more to fishermen using the hook-
and-line method. Concerned businessmen are will-
ing to pay more for ‘cyanide-free’ fish. However,
cooperation with exporters needs to be explored:
‘green fish need green exporters’.

Kwang-Tsao Shao: Education and awareness
programmes are very important. The sensitivity of
the test depends on the doses!

Vaughan Pratt: Liver damage in fish indicates expo-
sure to high doses of cyanide.

Recommendation 3:

Ban the possession of cyanide on the boats, as
Papua New Guinea has done.

Mick Raga: Cyanide is used in specific industries
such as electro-plating but is not acceptable in the
fishing industry. Any fisherman in possession of
cyanide should be arrested. The use of cyanide is
not allowed for fishing in Papua New Guinea (nor
is it, in most, if not all countries in the region.
Enforcement is the problem. Ed.)

Kwang-Tsao Shao: Cyanide fishing is not a problem
in Taiwan.

Sumyaryo Sumiskum: Indonesia’s coastline is 81,000
km long. Recommendation 2 will be endorsed at
the international and national level, but the percep-
tions at the provincial level can be very different.
Other interests may prevail. Successful implemen-
tation of Recommendation 2 depends on the abil-
ity, experience and the presence of traditional man-
agement systems in the province. Therefore, it can-
not be made a blanket recommendation. It needs to
be refined at the provincial level with the involve-
ment of provincial authorities and fishing commu-
nities.

Bob Johannes: In support of Sumyaryo Sumikum, he
said that the COREMAP (Coral Reef Rehabilitation
and Management Project) perspective is that the
introduction of local control is good, but a
standardised blanket approach will fail. Target ar-
eas with a likelihood for success need to be selected
first, where, for example, traditional systems are
still working (Sasi systems in the Moluccas, Indo-
nesia, for example). If succesful, this will help en-
courage the introduction of similar systems else-
where. Village leaders ought to be taken to visit
villages where successful local marine resource
management is operating.

Andy (Indonesian NGO): The role of the local gov-
ernment needs to be emphasised. The Sasi (tradi-
tional resource ownership) system is recognised by
the national government, but it is the responsibility
of the local government to make legal provisions at
the provincial level.

Pak Naya: The basic problem is poverty, and there-
fore economic empowerment of local communities
is essential.

Representative from Fiji: Fiji has a similar system to
that of the Philippines, i.e. the right of villagers to
control the use of their marine resources. (The
ownership of resources by indigenous people is not
recognised by the Government—as is the case in
most countries). There is a two-tier system for
licensing fishing activities. The activity must be
approved by: 1) indigenous fishermen, and 2) the
Department of Fisheries.

Questions from the audience:

1) What methods are available to make the live reef fish
trade a sustainable fishery?

2) What is the actual capacity of the cyanide detection
lab? What is the equipment and expertise required?

Vaughan Pratt: The cyanide test is based on ion-
selective electrodes; cyanide levels as low as 0.001
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Observer from UK: Important to have cyanide tests
in importing countries as an additional ‘stick’.

Vaughan Pratt: The most efficient and feasible ap-
proach seems to be to have a system of permits in
exporting countries.

Recommendation 5:

Commission a study to determine the kinds of
research and development needed to raise se-
lected grouper species and humphead wrasse
from the egg commercially in order to reduce
the demand for wild-caught fish.

Sumyaryo Sumiskum: Groupers in Bali are already
hatched from eggs. The mouse grouper (Cromileptes
altivelis) fetches especially high prices in Hong Kong.
However, hatchery fingerlings still have a mortal-
ity of 95 per cent. The programme is successful
from a research point of view but not commercially.
There are still a lot of problems in cultivating
wrasses. The methods used to feed small fry have
not been fully worked out yet. Research is currently
focussing on feeding methods. Twelve species of
groupers have been bred in a hatchery North of Bali
(Singaradja area). The company works together
with Taiwan.

Bob Johannes: A decade ago more than ten species
had already been successfully bred in the region,
but there were two major problems: i) the feeding
procedures for fingerlings, ii) cannibalism. These
problems largely remain. We need to pull expertise
together from different companies to advance tech-
nology faster. However, such cooperation will be
difficult, since most commercial companies are se-
cretive to help ensure their profits.

Kwang-Tsao Shao: The research of the private sector
develops faster than from universities, but sharing
expertise is a sensitive issue. Fresh-water breeding
has been very successful. Some private companies
have been quite successful in breeding marine spe-
cies. They also try to promote cooperation among
South-East Asian countries. In this context, there
seems to be a contradiction between the recom-
mendation in page 5 of the Johannes and Riepen
report to ban the export of fingerlings and the
recommendation to promote mariculture.

Bob Johannes said that this was an error that he had
overlooked in the report and thanked Dr Shao for
bringing it to his attention. The recommendation

should have been to ban the export of wild-caught
fingerlings.

Vaughan Pratt: Ninety-two tons of fingerlings were
exported last year from the Philippines. In conse-
quence the country now needs to import finger-
lings from Malaysia. Therefore, a ban on export of
fingerlings is desirable.

Bod Johannes: Recent research reveals that the num-
ber of adult reef fish is limited largely by the num-
ber of pelagic larvae arriving and settling on the
reefs. This contrasts with the widespread intuitive
belief that the number of adult fish depends mainly
on predation and/or competition on the reef. By
removing large numbers of juvenile fish from reefs,
there will therefore presumably be a considerable
decrease in the adult fish population. This is why
the export of wild-caught juveniles should be
banned—and their use domestically for aquacul-
ture should be curtailed as fast as aquaculture can
provide substitutes.

Chuck Cook: What is the progress of mariculture on
humphead wrasse in Taiwan?

Kwang-Tsao Shao: It is difficult to make an assess-
ment. Successful mariculture of snappers and grunts
is known in Taiwan.

Pak Naya: In Lampung, there is a research institute
from the Department of Agriculture which focuses
on the mariculture of the Napoleon wrasse. The
cooperation among countries should be enhanced
on this matter.

Bob Johannes: Is there anything we can do to accel-
erate this research? Or is the private sector already
progressing as fast as the profit motive permits?

Kwang-Tsao Shao: Governments in the region need
to provide more funding for research and publica-
tion. However, it is difficult to increase the speed of
research in the private sector.

Ling Ling Lee: The market value is an important tool.
If the market value increases, automatically an
increase of research activities will follow. The Tai-
wanese Government is building a fish-seed centre
for a steady supply of fry both for mariculture
purposes and for release to depleted areas. The
cyanide ban in Taiwan has been successful par-
tially because the fry of several species are so cheaply
supplied by mariculture companies.

Observer from the Cook Islands: It is important to
study the market demand and the willingness to
accept farmed fish before promoting mariculture
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of target fish species extensively. (He suggested
making a flow chart of the recommendations and
showing relationships with market, export, avail-
able resources, enforcement, manpower, etc.)

Observer from the UK: 1. In Europe, the increase of
marine fish research led to an increase of demand
for farmed fish. 2. The US National History Mu-
seum is cautious about distinctions between popu-
lations in different areas with regard to maricul-
ture. A mixing of gene pools that might be very
distinct may occur. The moving of species to other
areas should be carefully thought out.

Bob Johannes: Hong Kong people told him that it
would be very hard to change the taste for live reef
fish of the people from Hong Kong and South
China. And, depressingly, the rarer the food, the
higher the demand and thus the higher the price.

Recommendations 7–10:

7) Where logistics permit, set up cyanide detec-
tion laboratories (in import destinations such
as Hong Kong, as well as source countries) in
order to monitor live reef food fish and marine
aquarium fish operations, as pioneered in the
Philippines.

8) Support research on the effects of cyanide on
corals and coral reef communities to get a
better idea of their vulnerability and the mag-
nitude of the ‘clearcutting’ affect.

9) Carry out research to improve non-destruc-
tive methods of catching species targeted by
the trade.

10) Work with the governments of Indonesia,
Thailand, Malaysia and China to ban the use of
cyanide in the electro-plating industry and
thus reduce its availability, as has already
been done in most countries.

Pak Naya: Many thanks to Bob Johannes and The
Nature Conservancy on behalf of Minister Sarwono.

He encouraged all colleagues to help deal with the
issue. The live reef-fish trade should bring the
ASEAN countries together and increase the aware-
ness and cooperation. The live reef-fish trade is
neither the problem of a single country nor a single
issue.

Chuck Cook and Bob Johannes: A working group—a
commission with representatives from the key coun-
tries—could be established in the Asia–Pacific re-
gion building, upon the expertise of SPREP, APEC
and ASEAN.

Peter Thomas: ICRI (The International Coral Reef
Initiative) will have a regional coral reef and en-
forcement workshop in March 1996. The issue can
be incorporated in this workshop. Is the demand
too high for a sustainable fishery? The recommen-
dations do not target what demand (consumer)
countries can generate. How do we draw attention
to the issue in those countries? What is the role of
countries outside the Asia–Pacific region?

Vaughan Pratt: The Philippines are working daily
on the issue and could provide good demonstra-
tion sites for the next workshop on the live reef-fish
trade. A proposal could be developed to obtain
USAID funds.

Ling Ling Lee: The Government of Taiwan has ex-
pressed interest in the issue and may come forward
to host the next workshop.

Follow-up plans of the State Ministry of Environ-
ment and The Nature Conservancy:

☞ to summarise results of the workshop and
distribute them to the panellists and to others
on request.

☞ to set up a regional working group which will
reconvene and communicate periodically to
evaluate measurable progress in combatting this
destructive fishing practice, share success sto-
ries, and develop/implement either regional or
country strategies to create sustainable fisheries.
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Summary of the fishery

The commercial exploitation of aquarium fish in
the Cook Islands was established during Novem-
ber 1988. One foreign-owned company was granted
permission to operate on Rarotonga by the Cook
Islands Government. Although the operation is
relatively small it is an important export earner for
the country: earning NZ$80,000 at its initial stage to
present earnings of NZ$240,000 per year. The op-
eration currently employees 6 full-time and 3 part-
time collectors who earn between NZ$50 and NZ$700
per week depending on their catch and experience.

Other islands in the Cooks, particularly those with
frequent air links to Rarotonga, have the potential
for the commercial exploitation of aquarium fish.
However, the lack of interest, knowledge and capi-
tal has prevented any collecting on these islands. It
is anticipated that in the future resources in the
outer islands will be utilised.

Due to the variety of fish species collected for the
aquarium trade, the biology will not be discussed
in this paper. The interested reader is directed to a
recent publication by the Forum Fisheries Agency,
entitled, Nearshore Marine Resources of the South
Pacific (Wright & Hill, 1993) for information on the
biology and other aspects of the fishery. In the Cook
Islands a total of 35 different marine ornamental
fish are collected by divers using SCUBA, with
either small-meshed barrier or hand-held scoop
nets, at depths of eight to 70metres, however only
eight species are in regular demand. Fish captured
from deep water are pierced in the air bladder or
staged (depending on species) to prevent the need
for lengthy decompression procedures.

Cook Islands Aquarium Fish Ltd does not accept
ornamental fish caught from the lagoon. Fish are
kept in special tanks with circulated fresh salt water
on board medium-sized (5–8m) vessels prior to
transfer into a warehouse holding facility. To avoid
waste build-up during air shipment they are not
fed for two to three days prior to shipping.

Problems with the industry

There has been much objection to the establishment
and operations of Cook Islands Aquarium Fish Ltd,
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from recreational dive operators and the general
public, with the principal accusations being:

1. The fish collectors are indiscriminately de-
stroying the coral reef habitat, and

2. The operations of aquarium fish collecting have
caused significant depletion of both ornamen-
tal and reef food-fish stocks.

Responses by Cook Islands Aquarium Fish Ltd to
questions about its operations are attached in An-
nex1.

Cook Islands Aquarium Fish Ltd accepted that
some of their collectors have caused minor damage
to the reef unnecessarily during capture of one
species of fish. Collectors with frequent destructive
fishing practices have been dismissed. Currently
the operators maintain that they do their best to
monitor their staff and no longer allow inexperi-
enced collectors to collect species which require
any coral notching (careful removal of branches
from the middle of a coral head) (Passfield & Evans,
1991).

The overall CPUE (all species pooled) has remained
consistent after 1990 as illustrated in Figure 1. This
suggests that resources are sustainable with the
current levels of exploitation.

Figure 1. The history of overall catch (numbers of
fish) and effort (dive tanks per year), extracted from
annual records supplied by Cook Islands Aquarium

Fish Ltd
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